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What is Energy? It is the ability to do work

Types of  Energy?



Renewable Energy



Solar Energy
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Bio-mass Energy 

It is a renewable energy resource derived from the carbonaceous waste of various human and natural activities.



Hydroelectric  Energy

Hydroelectric  Energy



Hydroelectric  Energy



Biofuel energy

Types and generation of biofuels



Energy Conservation

It is the practice of decreasing the quantity of energy used for the 
same quantity of output.
It preserves the energy efficiently for the future. 
It avoids wasting non-renewable energy resources, and can prove 
eco-friendly.

1-Get commitment and appoint the right person for energy  management that leads, 
communicates, and takes the right decisions in the right time.
2- Understand the current usage of energy, and compare with others.
3- Plan and organize the future energy policy and identify long, medium, and short 
term energy saving targets.
4- Develop an action plan
5-Involve the decision makers, senior management, technical and administration staff 
for the energy strategy. 
6- Now Apply Controlling,  Monitoring,  and  perform assessment report. 

Energy Management, 
key Steps



Why Energy conserved?

1- Saves money 

2- Reduces environmental 
pollution (soil ,water and 
air ). Provides more control 
on climate change

3- Save energy resources

Energy conservation 
results: 

4- Promoted the economy
and improves the national 
security, personal security, 
and human comfort 
resources



Environmental Pollution 



Impact of adopting
Renewable energy 

alternatives and energy 
conservation



Conservation of Energy at Various Levels



Factors
affecting 

the
CO2

emissions
from 

households 



Effect of household size on direct, indirect, and total CO2

emitted from a city in 2016 



Conservation of Energy at Community Level



Conservation of Energy in Industry and other Places



Conservation of Energy in Transportation



Conservation of Energy in Transportation



Chemical :
Endothermic 
(heat absorbent) 
or exothermic 
(heat releasing) 
Conventional fuelHow 

Energy 
is 

stored?





Applications



نموذج لبيت منخفض 

الطاقة تم بناءه كعمل 

بحثي



Hybridization of solar power plant and water desalination 



Solar electrical generator for pumping station 
and RO unit

The total PV installed capacity is
10.89 kWp, 10.08 kWp to drive the
RO unit and 980 Wp for water
pumping. The head of the
submersible pump is 50 m from the
surface level and the product water
capacity from the RO unit is about
600 lph.



Energy Tower



Buoyancy-power generator tank 



The best way to protect the future is 
to create it …………….

Thanks


